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NYC - "New Russian Choreography" (08.20.09)

THURSDAY AUGUST 20, 6pm
New Russian Choreography

"I wanna do only great performances. I wanna do only great performances. If only I could..."

Ten buckets of dirt, a chair, a sheaf of hay, a scythe and a sickle.  Four Russian artists - two choreographers and two
theater directors. A unique site with fluid architecture that blurs the boundary between stage and street. For one evening
only, these elements will come together. The result is an event that transcends genres and defies expectations. Join us to
find out what happens.

Russian choreographers Alexander Andriyashkin (TSEKH Dance, Moscow) and Tatiana Luzai (Derevo Physical theater,
Saint Petersburg), and theater directors Kseniya Petrenko (LIQUID Theater, Chelyabinsk) and Aleksei Zherebtsov
(LIQUID Theater, Chelyabinsk) are in New York as part of a residency co-hosted by CEC ArtsLink and Jacob's Pillow
Dance. The performance will be followed by a light wine reception.

$5 suggested donation. Email akadysheva-yong@cecartslink.org to reserve a ticket.
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